




Dr. Feng Ling received his PhD from NGS in 2013. Inter-
estingly, his PhD thesis was on Econophysics – an 
emerging interdisciplinary research area between physics 
and economics. To be more specific, he was trying to use 
physics approach to tackle the problems of assets price 
fluctuations in financial market. 

‘Physics, in particular statistical mechanics, has provided 
deep insights into the interaction of particles at a macro-
scopic level. The use of the underlying principles behind 
particle physics could similarly motivate new methodolo-

gies and mathematical understanding in financial market, where market participants constantly interact 
with one another. It is amazing that some of the analytical methods and perspective from self-orga-
nized philosophy could lead to practical models of financial assets.

In fact, Dr Feng Ling published a paper in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in 
2012 which utilized stochastic and agent-based models to understand the dynamics of financial mar-
kets as a function of individal market participants.

It turned out that the work published in Dr. Feng Ling’s thesis received quite some attention from practi-
tioners, such that financial institutions have contacted him to consult him on his models that aim to pre-
dict financial market behaviour. In addition, headhunters representing various financial instituitions 
have presented to Dr Feng numerous employment opportunities.

Having said that, Dr Feng chose to go back to scientific research and pursued a job at A*STAR after 
PhD, as he has found his inner passion in science – the science of complexity in particular. According 
to him, his PhD work on financial market helped him to broaden his perspective to a larger scope of sci-
ence, hence aiding Dr Feng in discovering his true passion.



Firstly, I like to thank the organizers for an event well planned. I am 
grateful for the club to be looking after young family groups like myself 
and catering this event where we can include our kid along on alumni 
activities. Such family events I will say is well sought after by many 
members who have young children. It is a great avenue where we can 
exchange different parenting ideas, catch up with each other’s’ lives and 
maybe even build work relationships through the discussion of our work 
(well(well, we are all “permanently head damaged” after grad school RIGHT?… 
of course we will still talk about work while enjoying).

It was a pleasant morning, starting the day with breakfast at MacDonald’s 
Suntec City. There, we managed to catch up with friends while the kids 
mingled. The turnout was great, as evident from the photograph below, 
and we definitely had a lot of fun. My wife and kid came with me together 
this time for this family event and I can say for them they enjoyed it as 
much as I did. The fast food restaurant was relatively empty given the 
location at the far end of Suntec City.  This allowed the big group of us 
toto sit close to one another. It facilitated moving around and more 
interactions. Of course with the kids running around happily, it was a 
gleeful sight. 

Thereafter, we made our way to Cool de Sac. It had a lot of toys. Great 
for children of every age. I definitely had fun too. I remembered there was 
this Lego block section where the three of us (my wife, kid and I) 
contributed to the building of our Lego house. That was our first activity. 
Next, Kate (my kid in the picture) played with the other children in the 
playground on the different children slides. You can definitely see the 
smiles on her face. It was also a great time for my wife and me. We had 
somsome personal time to make new friends while the kids do what they do 
best: PLAY HARD…

It was an enjoyable morning and we left a 
bit earlier than the rest to attend another 
lunch meet. This get together was short 
but a great opportunity to catch up with old 
friends and meet new ones. I treasure the 
camaraderie among the NGS family and 
look forward to the next activity from the 
club.club. Hope to see more of you too in the 
events to come!



The NGS Alumni Club organized the 2014 Family day outing at the Adventure Cove Waterpark in 
Sentosa, with a generous ticket subsidy and a free breakfast sponsored by AXN insurance group. 
It is an occasion where alumni bring their family members to mingle and enjoy the event. The 
event gathered an excited alumni crowd of a strength of 25, including parents and children, on 
the morning 8th of November, Saturday. The crowd comprised alumni from China, India, Malay-
sia and of course local Singaporeans. 

Some registrants unfortunately were not able to make it at the last moment, thus availing a few 
Waterpark tickets, which the club didn’t want wasted. So, our alumni helped to distribute the re-
maining tickets to tourists on site. The hospitable act touched these tourists, leaving a good im-
pression of Singapore. 

One attendee Tong Seng felt that this was a very meaningful event, and he was able to bond with 
fellow alumni as they chatted up on family related matters. His family enjoyed the outing tremen-
dously, and looks forward to future familial events organized by the club, and to interact more 
deeply with fellow alumni’s families. 

Tong Seng’s best friend, Joe Yeong, felt that one highlight of the day was to watch and feel the 
joy of the alumni’s kids playing and having fun together. For Joe, he enjoyed the Tidal Twister with 
his wife, where they jumped hand-in-hand like kids with the tidal waves. His wife loved the gravity 
free feeling of Pipeline Plunge while the Rainbow Reef apparently was most popular with the 
kids, given the long queue, probably because it is the safest way to enjoy “sea” snorkeling.

Happy moments are always short-lived, it was a fun day at an amazing place, but let us look for-
ward to the next club event!



Be part of the team bringing to you opportunities to keep 
in touch and network with fellow NGS alumnus. Drop us 

an email at ngs.rsvp@gmail.com!

JOIN US!

LOOK OUT 
FOR THESE 
EXCITING 
EVENTS!

The NGS Alumni Club organized a dinner on the 30th of Jan-
uary 2015, to gather its alumni to celebrate both the New 
Year and the traditional Chinese New Year. This subsidized 
dinner was held at MorganField’s restaurant, located on the 
second floor of the Star Vista mall.  Invitations were issued 
via email and facebook group (which is a group established 
by the pioneering NGS cohort as a platform to stay connect-
ed and updated in areas such as alumni activities and career 
related news).

The dinner marked a time of reunion and affirmed the friendships between alumni. Everyone bonded 
over a sumptuous spread of great soul food style dishes with music. MorganField’s combines two of 
life’s great passions: Music and great soul food. This gathering provided the opportunity for alumni 
and associates of NGS to catch up with each other to find out how they have progressed in their ca-
reers as well as in their personal lives. 






